
Hello, good afternoon. My name is Christian and I am going to be talking to you about 
[title]
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The aim of this presentation is [aim]. The contents will cover more information about 
me, a summary of the content of my thesis and the activities undertaken following 
completion of my thesis.
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Starting with my personal profile my experience mainly focuses around Aerospace 
and Defence, covering a range of roles. See [N.B.]



As part of my MSc at Cranfield University, I chose the thesis title [title], using a case 
study of a sUAS. VP was selected for use due to its free license, although its 
functionality is limited. Inspiration came from my work a NG edition on plastic waste, 
my experience in the DE&S mini-UAS team and of course the Climate Change crisis.
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The methodology used for my thesis is shown. The black boxes show the flow of 
activities, which were broadly split into 4 phases as shown [read phases]
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As mentioned the case study I based my thesis on is a small UAS. For illustrative 
purposes the picture shows the scale of what I had in mind and the component sub-
systems.



Phase 1 of my thesis covered SSA, which include SS modelling, of various levels of 
detail and the derivation of a thesis aim [read aim] 
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Initial survey & modelling resulted in this RP, showing different stakeholders, system 
elements and their relationships. N.B. the identified conflicts were significant esp. 
between sustainability and value
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Taking the RP I was able to bound the system elements into different categories using 
a CD. SOI in the middle and wider Env on the outside
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From this initial analysis, I used PQR analysis to produce 2 root definitions. 1 focused 
on generating value, the other focused on recyclability.
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From this initial scoping exercise I could then focus on the LR using a LC approach. 
The middle and RH columns map the phases in a CE LC to those of the SE LC. 
Although recycling was identified as occurring at the end of a LC, the considerations 
of Recyclability i.e. the ability to recycle, are significant across all phases, as indicated 
by the LH column.
From the LR 20 Recyclability drivers were identified, which informed future aspects of 
the modelling.



Having explored the different recyclability factors across a LC, I was able to add in 
detail to the earlier analysis. A significant addition is the range of documentation 
which enable system actors to interface with the other system elements e.g. the 
customer setting requirements to better inform the designer.
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This additional detail was again bound into categories using a CD. This provides a 
good view on what has the most significant influence on the design and use of a 
sUAS.
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Following was a more detailed set of RDs, again running with 2 themes 1 focused on 
maximising value, the other focused on recyclability
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Having identified the different system actors and their interfaces with other system 
elements, a set of use cases could be developed for each RD to understand the 
different actors roles. Shown is the UCD for RD1. Some use cases included or 
extended to other use cases e.g. developing designs includes selecting standards.
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Shown is the UCD for RD2. This view includes 2 more actors: the general public and 
government, which reflects the demand and use cases to ensure sustainability.
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This brings me on to the second phase of my thesis, the MBA aspects. The MBA 
includes the shown activities.
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Shown is the ontology used, which details the different terms used in the system and 
their relationships to each other. There is a more detailed version of the ontology e.g. 
the actors block has been expanded into the different actors listed in the UCD, 
however this view was considered sufficient for this presentation.
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Next a set of UCD could be developed to show the different functions the system is 
expected to perform. This view shows the UCD for RD1, note one of the actors is the 
sUAS itself.
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This UCD shows the system functions for RD2, note the additional actors and the 
functions expected of them.
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From this understanding of the desired system’s functions, a set of user and system 
requirements were developed. They were focused on incorporating a balance 
between Recyclability and Value, rather than the sUAS design e.g. “the system will 
deliver a useful capability” not what that capability is 
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To aide the transition from User Requirements to System Requirements, the functions 
derived in the previous UCDs were mapped onto a functional architecture. All the 
functions were grouped together into 3 categories as shown, and their 
interrelationships added.
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The different functions were mapped onto a activity diagram. Each horizontal swim 
lane enables the mapping of each function to their respective actors, and the main 
benefits of this view is to understand the temporal nature and order (from left to 
right) of the different functions. It was also possible to group some activities into 
categories e.g. “produce system”.
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After developing an understanding of the different functions and subsequent system 
requirements, a logical form of the system solution could be constructed using a BDD. 
This view bounds different elements of the system and defines their properties e.g. 
the payload is identified as sitting within the sUAS boundary and has 3 functions 
attributed to it.
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Next an expansion of the property “Recyclability” was constructed by mapping the 20 
drivers identified in the LR onto an AD. The horizontal swim lanes indicate which set 
of actors are responsible for each driver and the coloured boxes illustrate which 
phase of the system LC they can be attributed to.
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Shown is a Causal Loop Diagram showing the dynamic relationships between 
different system drivers. The value generated from creating this view was the 
identification of additional drivers, but not necessarily those that directly relate to 
Recyclability. Additionally, an understanding of either balancing or reinforcing 
relationships were identified, but this would mainly provide value if a stocks and 
flows simulation was being created, which was out of scope of this thesis.
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Based on the previous modelling, a physical architecture of a solution emerged. This 
attributes physical solutions to the elements identified in the logical architecture. It 
shows the elements required to develop a solution that is balanced between 
generating value and is recyclable.
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The 3rd phase of the thesis involved applying systems thinking to the problem. The 
modelling outputs were assessed using QFD, my ideas were validated through 
additional stakeholder engagement and a system completion activity undertaken 
using a GRM.
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QFD entailed using a predetermined template which went through the processes 
described. The 20 drivers were weighted according to importance, 5 possible 
architectures scored, a comparison between initial requirements and possible 
solutions conducted and an understanding of correlations between requirements was 
developed.
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The 5 possible solutions included the chosen architecture, a capability centric 
solution, a recyclable centric solution i.e. perfect world, a policy centric solution i.e. 
prioritising legal compliance and a disposal centric solution i.e. focused on end of life 
disposal. The possible solutions were scored and the results are shown on the graph. 
The key indicates the overall recyclability score for each solution (0-5).
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The different physical solutions were compared against each other to understand if 
there are trade offs. The trade offs are shown in this table with the solutions with the 
highest trade offs highlighted in yellow.
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The additional stakeholder engagement was completed via a think tank workshop 
and a telephone interview with AVI an international sUAS trade organisation. The 
results and analysis were in written format and the key points were highlighted in the 
discussion piece.
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The final stage of the systems thinking was to conduct a completion check using this 
GRM arrangement. In general it was considered that each element of the GRM was 
satisfied in some way by the modelling, except for the items highlighted in yellow. To 
incorporate these elements, a full iteration of the modelling would be required to 
ensure they flow through the analysis correctly. Due to time limits, this was 
recommended as further work.
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The final phase of the thesis methodology was to discuss and conclude the findings.
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The main discussion points focused on how the analysis could be improved, the 
repeatability of the data collection method, how the analysis worked for the case 
study, blockers for sUAS manufacturers to incorporate recyclability into their design 
and other initiatives that took a similar approach.
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The conclusions highlighted: the effectiveness of SE for sustainability, the 
requirement for good stakeholder engagement, the utility of the methodology for 
producing a solution, the advantage of using LC thinking for the LR, the originality of 
the thesis content, the read across of recyclability scoring to other case studies, the 
need for a solution to be balanced with creating value and the need for all 
stakeholders to engage to bring the concept to fruition.
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Upon reviewing the thesis aim, it was concluded that the aim had been satisfied.
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How does this work translate to the real world?
The idea upholds and leads the UK NZ2050 ambition
Senior MOD stakeholders are championing sustainability in Defence
The UK Eng council includes sustainable development as a prof registration 
competence
I promoted my work at the 2020 DE&S WED
I was able to contribute to the development of MOD commercial and engineering 
policy
I submitted a BC idea to incorporate a Defence system scoring mechanism to TDI, 
whom are leading the MOD sustainability road map
Feedback from an unsuccessful Sanctuary award nomination was it was “innovative” 
and a “solid proposition”
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Thank you for listening
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